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ne misconception that sadly is still very
much alive today is that solar only
makes sense financially for homes (and
even then, only in certain instances).

Actually, quite the opposite is the reality: solar
makes sense financially for both companies and
homeowners in most cases.

Provided, of course, that you’re not taken for a
ride by one of the solar leasing and power
purchase agreement (PPA) companies that, unfortunately, still dominate the
market at the moment. These companies’ opaque financing structures allow them
to overgross you and make solar much less financially attractive. But Dirt-Free
Power is on a crusade to change this, especially for small and medium-sized
companies, which are the core of the economy in this country, representing 70
percent of GDP.

Eliminating 100 percent of your electricity bill is possible, and it can be done in a
straightforward way: by producing your own solar energy. Owning top-quality solar

O
Why Solar Energy and Why with Dirt-Free Power?

equipment and taking advantage of the tax credit
and accelerated depreciation available to solar
system owners is something that makes total
financial sense.

Zero-down financing with a 10-year term is
available, and in many cases, monthly payments
start being lower than the existing average
electricity bill from day one, even before taking
into account any of the incentives available. After

those 10 years, your system is fully paid and would still be covering your whole
electricity consumption for at least 15 additional years. That’s real energy
independence. Dirt-Free Power also takes care of the monitoring and
maintenance of the solar system throughout its lifetime at no additional cost,
which makes the whole process even more of a no-brainer.

For more information, please call 714.630.3757, email save@dirt-free-
power.com or visit www.dirt-free-power.com.
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2011 Mint Jutras ERP Selection Survey indicated that 62 percent of
businesses with an ERP system installed are STILL USING the first solution
ever implemented in the company. Many of these purchases were brought on
by the rush to support Y2K implications to manage accounting, operations,

distribution, production or sales. The business environment has changed since the late
1990s, and many business leaders are now considering a new generation of solutions
and functions.

If the financial or operational system that you are using today traces its heritage back
to the 1980s or 1990s, consider how your business could benefit from revitalizing your
processes through modernization of technology. Your company faces different
requirements in today’s fast-paced business environment than it did then; technology
improvements can enable agility and higher performance, positioning your business for
today and tomorrow.

What Are Some of the Capabilities Offered by Modern ERP Systems?
An ERP system should support your business strategy, not act as an obstruction. A

good ERP system will offer your company greater control and flexibility, not only for your
business as it is today, but also for what it will become in the future.

The economic climate is always changing, and your company often needs to adapt to
a new environment. The ERP system you choose should support your current and future
business processes by providing an easy way to change or define new information flows
and procedures quickly, without additional development.

What are the key capabilities offered by today’s ERP systems?
u Agility: Measure processes quickly and transparently to know at a glance what is

working and what is not using a system that supports business process improvements.
Quickly identify operational metrics that have direct impacts on revenues or costs, such
as on-time shipping or inventory reductions, and use data to quickly understand how to
optimize for best performance.
u Scalability: Enable growth and optimize IT resources with scalable, low-

maintenance architecture.
u Visibility: Gain real-time information for faster, flexible, more accurate decision-

making and performance improvement with business intelligence. Push the power of
analytics to end-users, empowering them with the information they need to do their jobs
effectively, without the need for IT support for report generation.
u Risk Management: Reduce risk and automate cumbersome approval and other

processes with built-in workflows as part of the core system.
uWorkflows: Define routing, approvals and workflows centrally with complete audit

trail to facilitate internal controls and reduce business risk.
u Collaboration: Align teams, serve customers more collaboratively and automate

across functional areas with end-to-end automation, combining the power of ERP with
CRM to get the customer at the center of the business.
u Mobility: Gain agility, productivity and responsiveness by leveraging mobility, giving

your team the ability to make decisions and support customers with proper security
whenever they need to from wherever they are using phones and tablets.
u Better User Experience: Your team’s experience with ERP system is crucial to its

acceptance and meeting your ERP goals. If day-to-day users are not happy with legacy
systems, it impacts your company’s profitability. Gain support from the workforce with an
ERP system that is intuitive AND innovative.
u Social Integration: Get closer to customers, prospects and partners; improve

responsiveness; and tune your products and services more closely to customer needs
with insights from social media platforms integrated into your business system.
u Always Current: If you find your company filling capability gaps with spreadsheets

or manual processes because you are unable to upgrade to the current version or add
the functionality your changing business demands, respond more quickly and always
have the latest technology and functionality with a cloud deployment that is always
current and reduces the costs of technology obsolescence.

Is it Time to Evaluate a Modern ERP System?
You may be in the early stages of evaluating a new system that will help you meet

your goals or doing preliminary research on what the market offers today. Specifically,
you may be considering a move to a new system if you:
u Manage a new enterprise or new division of an existing company with an immediate

need for gaining control of operations and financials
u Must upgrade an outdated accounting, ERP or eCommerce package
u Have outgrown your current application capabilities
u Have many spreadsheets and manual tasks managing your business
u Are planning a joint venture, a new product launch or are spinning off a new location

or division
u Have global divisions that require capabilities that you don’t have in your existing

system

Researching and finding meaningful information about the world of ERP, accounting,

A
Is it Time for a New Approach to ERP?

operations management, sales force management and other critical business
technology is challenging. Internal systems play a critical role in enabling an
organization’s ability to expand, maximize strategic opportunities, and deliver needed
internal efficiencies and controls. As businesses outgrow their solutions or seek new
system benefits, they face the daunting task of researching and selecting new solutions.

With a broad landscape of seemingly endless options for ERP, accounting, operations
management, sales force management and other business software, it is challenging to
research and secure meaningful insights to drive the right decision process for your
business. Software vendors still tightly control much of the detailed information about
their respective solutions. Admittedly, much of it is biased and showcases their product
in the most favorable light.

Criteria for Evaluating Solutions
Regardless of which solutions you investigate, the evaluation criteria when considering

a new ERP solution remain the same. The factors include:
u Deployment method – The Cloud has become an important option for ERP; be

sure to understand the various deployment options available, including Cloud, Hosted,
On-Premise and Hybrid, and the pros and cons of each.
u Technology and architecture – Customization, integration and scalability, and

security are serious concerns for many companies. Be sure to define where system
strengths and weaknesses lie. 
u Demographics of where these products best fit in the marketplace to enable the

best solution purchase based on company size, industry, stage in lifecycle and user
orientation.
u Product capabilities – Evaluate functionality strengths and weaknesses in ERP

systems.
u Support – Key support considerations include implementation, system set up and

maintenance, and initial and ongoing training. These are vital to optimize the return a
business realizes on their system investment. Ask your solutions partner how value-
added services are structured and how day-to-day support is handled.
u The true costs of technology – Buyers must carefully consider not only the costs

of the software itself, but the resources needed to optimize the software for their
business, including consulting services, ongoing support and more.
u Pricing – Know how you will determine initial budget sizing, as well as the key

factors that drive additional budget needs.

Grade Your Current System
Find out what you are missing by relying on technology that may not be enabling

growth and efficiency in your business. Take a quick quiz at www.blytheco.com/erp-quiz
to help you measure what you may be missing in your business, with ten questions that
assess your existing reporting, customer service, data, system access and more. 

This quiz will assist in understanding which areas of your business software could be
fine-tuned to improve performance and help you meet your business objectives. You will
get a grade on your current system and recommendations for improvements that can
take you to the next level of efficiency, performance and competitiveness.

Work with an Expert
When you are ready to engage with a consulting partner to start designing a solution,

consider a partnership with Blytheco. Based in Orange County with a nationwide team of
over 100 solution experts, Blytheco offers clients a tailored process for evaluating and
designing the perfect solution based on their specific business goals. The company then
works with clients throughout their business lifecycle to provide training, technical
support and process reviews to ensure that systems stay tuned to changing business
realities. Blytheco is the premier business software implementer for market-leading
products like Sage and NetSuite. Representing a diverse set of products (over 100)
means that Blytheco is uniquely positioned to help clients objectively evaluate the right
solution for their specific needs.

Alicia Anderson
Alicia Anderson is in Marketing Communications

with Blytheco LLC. Serving the business
community since 1980, Blytheco works to help
companies meet their business goals with award-
winning software products, custom programming
and professional services. Blytheco has been
serving companies with their business software
needs since 1980. Follow @AliciaKAnderson and
@BlythecoLLC on Twitter, and visit
www.blytheco.com.
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n many ways, the responsibility
of managing your small
business has become much
more complicated in the last

several years: Consumers have
become savvier, competition has
tightened and organizing marketing
efforts has grown more complicated.
The days of small mom-and-pop
establishments operating in a local
landscape are over, as the age of
an international playing field has
dawned.

Of course, this has caused some
frustrating growing pains for many
small businesses, who wonder how
they can compete on a global stage
without bottomless reservoirs of
funding and an extensive workforce.
Fortunately, several tools have
emerged that can help even the
youngest companies build top-shelf
business operations, and many of
them are cloud based.

Down from the Cloud
In a few short years, the cloud has grown into one of the most useful and

dynamic tools for small businesses. It has allowed companies to store
documents off-site, capitalize on costly software and create an extensive
catalogue of all incoming and outgoing emails.

One new cloud capability, however, may turn out to be more important than all
of those other features. Cloud voice systems have become essential for
companies that want to control costs, increase stability and improve productivity.
With a wealth of capabilities — and the list is growing each day — these cloud-
based systems make it possible for small businesses to have the most
cutting-edge tools at their fingertips, often without any additional hardware or
prohibitive upfront costs.

Leveling the Field
In the past, small businesses often had a ceiling that kept them from getting

too big or more efficient. Without an infusion of capital or a stroke of
unprecedented luck, most businesses were constrained by their circumstances.
However, inexpensive and easy-to-use technology has changed this, and the
cloud is the latest example.

The cloud has become a necessary component in most businesses’
strategies. Cloud-based telephone systems, which offer a bounty of features and
greater convenience and stability than traditional phone systems, are the latest
in this line of improvements. Since their inception, cloud voice systems have
become essential components of tens of thousands of businesses. However, the
question remains: How do you know if cloud voice is right for your business?

IP Centrex from Cox Business is an advanced cloud-based hosted VoIP phone
system that delivers business-grade voice service over Cox’s private network.
It’s the right answer for businesses looking for flexibility in their communications
platform. Here are some features that will show how cloud voice systems like IP
Centrex can optimize businesses in 2014:
u Never Lose Information
Losing an essential voice mail and experiencing a disruption in phone service

are two of the biggest fears of many businesspeople. These potential snags can
have serious repercussions for a business’ bottom line and client relations.

I
How Cloud Voice Can Improve Your Business in 2014

Cloud-based voice systems like IP
Centrex from Cox Business
eliminate these risks. Because they
are managed through professional
firms and carried out over the
internet, cloud voice systems are
much more reliable than traditional
phone lines. Furthermore, because
an archive of all voice messages is
kept and organized automatically,
permanently losing that all-important
message is a worry of the past.
u Save Money
With such important capabilities

and features, you’d think that a
cloud-based telephone system
would be prohibitively expensive for
most small businesses. However,
with no special hardware required
and few, if any, upfront costs, that is
not the case. IP Centrex from Cox
Business has a single monthly fee
and multiple packages, which
makes them perfect for cost-
conscious small businesses.

Cloud-based systems in general, and cloud voice in particular, are great ways
for businesses to reduce overhead and save money. Because of this, almost
every aspect of business operation is likely to migrate to the cloud sooner rather
than later.
u Become more Efficient
In addition to saving money, cloud-based phone systems like IP Centrex can

also help companies become more efficient. The role of business telephones
has changed radically over the past few years, which meant that phone systems
have had to become more complicated and difficult to use. Remotely accessible
voicemail, elaborate conference calls and call-forwarding technology are all
essential for businesses, which has often led to unwieldy, overly complicated
phone systems. Cloud voice systems alleviate many of these problems by
creating a streamlined, professionally hosted infrastructure that is much more
easily managed than outdated phone systems.
u Become more Flexible
It’s not only phone systems that are changing, however. Most companies,

especially small ones, are operating in fundamentally different ways than their
forebears. This is especially evident in the growing number of off-site and
freelance workers. While this situation has helped companies operate on a more
global, decentralized level, this has also made inter-team communication more
difficult.

This, too, can be solved with cloud-based phone systems. Regardless of
where employees are conducting business, they can use these phone systems
to redirect phone calls, convert voice mails into emails, use simple extensions
and share numbers. For executives, the impact of cloud voice systems on
managing a remote workforce cannot be overstated.

As business in the 21st century continues to evolve, tools like IP Centrex from
Cox Business can help small businesses stay up to speed and at the forefront of
the changes.

Will your business migrate to a cloud-based voice system in 2014? Talk to a
Cox Business Solutions Consultant to learn how IP Centrex can help improve
your business. Call 866.906.9738 or visit www.coxbusiness.com.

FAST FACTS
Cox Business is a division of Cox Communications, a Fortune 500 company with more than 6 million residential and commercial customers. The company offers

high-speed Internet services; switched voice and long-distance services; and dedicated voice, data, TV and transport services for home offices, small, medium
and large-sized businesses, school districts and hospitality, government and military properties in 28 markets across the nation.

For more information about the telecommunication solutions offered by Cox Business, visit www.cox.com or please call us at 866.906.9738.
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